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1. Introduction

This document provides ASN.1 coding of AAI-PKM-REQ/RSP messages.

2. References


3. Proposed Text on the IEEE 802.16.1a Amendment Draft Standard

[-------------------------------------Start of Text Proposal---------------------------------------------------]

[Remedy: Add the following text in line #51 in page 223 on P802.16.1a/D2]

.........

- Group Configuration
- Group Configuration
AAI-GRP-CFG ::= SEQUENCE {
    deletionFlag ENUMERATED {
        flowAdded, flowDeleted
dlULIndicator ENUMERATED {
    dlAllocation,
    ulAllocation
},
flowID FID,
burstSize INTEGER (0..31) OPTIONAL,
graInfo CHOICE {
    graInfoForDeletededFlow NULL,
    graInfoForAddedFlow GroupResourceAllocInfo
},
...

-- Security Messages
PKMID ::= INTEGER (0..255)
AKID ::= BIT STRING (SIZE (64))
SAID ::= INTEGER (0..255)
KeyLifetime ::= INTEGER (0..4294967295)
CounterTEK ::= INTEGER (0..65535)
EKS ::= INTEGER (0..3)
Nonce ::= BIT STRING (SIZE (64))
MulticastNonce ::= BIT STRING (SIZE (128))
TimeStamp ::= INTEGER (0..4294967295)
EncryptedDMK ::= BIT STRING (SIZE (1024))
Signature ::= BIT STRING (SIZE (1024))
Certificate ::= BIT STRING (SIZE (1024))
PKM-ReauthRequest ::= SEQUENCE {
    cmacIndicator CMACI,
    ...
}
PKM-EAPTransfer ::= SEQUENCE {
    eapPayload OCTET STRING (SIZE (1..1400)),
    ...
}
PKM-KeyAgreementMsg1 ::= SEQUENCE {
    nonceABS Nonce,
    akID AKID,
    keyLifeTime KeyLifetime,
    cmacIndicator CMACI,
    ...
}
PKM-KeyAgreementMsg2 ::= SEQUENCE {
    nonceABS Nonce,
    nonceAMS Nonce,
    akID AKID,
    securityNegoParameters SecurityNegotiationPara OPTIONAL,
    cmacIndicator CMACI,
    ...
}
PKM-KeyAgreementMsg3 ::= SEQUENCE {
    nonceABS Nonce,
    nonceAMS Nonce,
supportingSAs SupportingSAs OPTIONAL,
securityNegoParameters SecurityNegotiationPara OPTIONAL,
cmacIndicator CMACI,
...

PKM-TEKRequest ::= SEQUENCE {
  said SAID,
tekRefreshFlag ENUMERATED {
    secondTEKUpdate,
    firstTEKUpdate
  } OPTIONAL,
  cmacIndicator CMACI,
...
}

PKM-TEKReply ::= SEQUENCE {
  said SAID,
  counterTEK CounterTEK,
  eks EKS,
  cmacIndicator CMACI,
...
}

PKM-TEKInvalid ::= SEQUENCE {
  said SAID,
  cmacIndicator CMACI,
...
}

-- for HR-Network

Peer-KeyAgreementMsg1 ::= SEQUENCE {
  keyAgreementType CHOICE {
    preSharedKey PreSharedKey1,
    pki PKI1,
  },
  cmacIndicator CMACI,
...
}

Peer-KeyAgreementMsg2 ::= SEQUENCE {
  keyAgreementType CHOICE {
    preSharedKey PreSharedKey2,
    pki PKI2,
  },
  cmacIndicator CMACI,
...
}

Peer-KeyAgreementMsg3 ::= SEQUENCE {
  keyAgreementType CHOICE {
    preSharedKey PreSharedKey3,
    pki PKI3,
  },
  cmacIndicator CMACI,
...
}

PKM-MulticastKeyRequest ::= SEQUENCE {
  multicastGroupID MulticastGroupID,
  fid FID,
  cmacIndicator CMACI,
PKM-MulticastKeyReply ::= SEQUENCE {
  multicastGroupID  MulticastGroupID,
  fid             FID,
  mcNonce         MulticastNonce,
  counterMtek      CounterTEK,
  meks            EKS,
  cmacIndicator   CMACI.
}

SecurityNegotiationPara ::= SEQUENCE {
  sizeOfICV ENUMERATED {
    thirtyTwoBits,
    sixtyFourBits
  },
  windowSize     INTEGER (0..65535)
}

SupportingSAs ::= BIT STRING {
  nullSASupported (0),
  said1Supported  (1),
  said2Supported  (2)
} (SIZE (3))

PreSharedKey1 ::= SEQUENCE {
  nonceHRMS1      Nonce,
  dakID           AKID,
  keyLifetime     KeyLifetime
}

PKI1 ::= SEQUENCE {
  timestampHRMS1  TimeStamp,
  nonceHRMS1      Nonce,
  macAddressHRMS2  MACAddress,
  macAddressHRMS1  MACAddress,
  sigHRMS1        Signature,
  certificateHRMS1 Certificate
}

PreSharedKey2 ::= SEQUENCE {
  nonceHRMS1      Nonce,
  nonceHRMS2      Nonce,
  dakID           AKID,
  securityNegoParameters  SecurityNegotiationPara
}

PKI2 ::= SEQUENCE {
  timestampHRMS2  TimeStamp,
  nonceHRMS2      Nonce,
  macAddressHRMS1  MACAddress,
  macAddressHRMS2  MACAddress,
  nonceHRMS1      Nonce,
  encryptedDMK    EncryptedDMK,
  sigHRMS2        Signature,
  certificateHRMS2 Certificate
}

PKI3 ::= SEQUENCE {
  nonceHRMS2      Nonce,
  macAddressHRMS2  MACAddress,
  macAddressHRMS1  MACAddress
}
-- Privacy Key Management Request

-- Privacy Key Management Request

AAI-PKM-REQ ::= SEQUENCE {
    pkmid PKMID,
    pkmMessage CHOICE {
        reauthRequest PKM-ReauthRequest,
        eapTransfer PKM-EAPTransfer,
        keyAgreementMsg2 PKM-KeyAgreementMsg2,
        tekRequest PKM-TEKRequest,
        tekInvalid PKM-TEKInvalid,
        peerKeyAgreementMsg2 Peer-KeyAgreementMsg2,
        multicastKeyRequest PKM-MulticastKeyRequest,
        ...
    }
}

-- Privacy Key Management Response

-- Privacy Key Management Response

AAI-PKM-RSP ::= SEQUENCE {
    pkmid PKMID,
    pkmMessage CHOICE {
        eapTransfer PKM-EAPTransfer,
        keyAgreementMsg1 PKM-KeyAgreementMsg1,
        keyAgreementMsg3 PKM-KeyAgreementMsg3,
        tekReply PKM-TEKReply,
        tekInvalid PKM-TEKInvalid,
        peerKeyAgreementMsg1 Peer-KeyAgreementMsg1,
        peerKeyAgreementMsg3 Peer-KeyAgreementMsg3,
        multicastKeyReply PKM-MulticastKeyReply,
        ...
    }
}

---------------------End of Text Proposal--------------------------------------